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2014 – 2015 APSU Teacher Unit 

Annual Program Review (APR) Report for History 7-12 

 
 

2014-2015 History Education Program Review Committee: 

Kathy Butler, PACE Facilitator, Sumner County Schools 

Nancy Dye, Social Studies Coordinating Teacher, CMCSS 

 Stacie Dunn, Social Studies Teacher, Rossview High School, CMCSS 

 Danny Gilkey, retired principal, Hopkinsville Middle School, Christian County Schools, 

  Hopkinsville, KY 

Jacob Puckett, Social Studies Teacher, William James Middle School, Dickson County 

 Schools 

Janice Scott, Social Studies Teacher, White House Heritage School, Robertson County 

 Schools 

 John Steinberg, Chair and Professor of History, Department of History and Philosophy,  

  APSU 

Michèle Butts, Professor of History and former Secondary Social Studies Coordinator,  

 Department of History and Philosophy, APSU 

Timothy Wesley, Assistant Professor of History and Secondary Social Studies  

Coordinator, Department of History and Philosophy, APSU 

 

Program Description: 

In preparing students to teach both United States and World History and the Social 

Studies in middle school and high school, the History Education program (History major/ 

Professional Education minor) requires a broad background in the Social Studies, a major in 

History, and a concentration in Economics, Geography, or Political Science.  Completing 

introductory courses in Macroeconomics, World Geography, and American National 

Government grounds the teacher candidates in the Social Studies.  For students who entered the 

History Education program in Fall 2014 and after, the History major consists of American 

History I and II; World History I and II; eighteen hours of upper division U.S. and World History 

courses; an Historical Methods course (HIST 2999); and a hybrid Methods for Teaching the 
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Social Studies in Grades 6-12 (HIST 4950 / 5950) class that addresses both the middle and high 

school settings.  In addition, teacher candidates in this program complete one concentration of at 

least nine hours in directed Economics, Geography, or Political Science courses.  Candidates in 

this program also complete the Professional Education minor.   

Recent Program Changes: 

For those who entered the History Education program prior to Fall 2014, the major 

includes separate methods courses in preparation for the middle school and high school 

experiences, but no dedicated History content methods course.  As noted in last year’s report, the 

new Historical Methods course was deemed warranted in order to improve History major 

graduates’ research and writing skills and to provide more effective assessment of the academic 

progress of students within the broader major.  This change required the corresponding change in 

the History Education program detailed above.  The hybridization of the Social Studies methods 

course into the Methods for Teaching the Social Studies in Grades 6-12 course will become 

effective Spring 2016; students who are too late in their course of study to take the new 

Historical Methods course (HIST 2999) will be awarded waivers if necessary, as per the Dean of 

the College of Education, the Chair of the History Department, the Registrar, and the 

Coordinator of Teacher Certification.  Students who have taken one of the two separate Social 

Studies educational methods courses will take the hybrid course in satisfaction of either 

remaining catalogue requirement (as the hybrid course will entail elements of both previous 

separate courses, it can be listed in student transcripts as either).   

While some changes in content were made within the methods courses HIST 4410 

(Spring 2015) and HIST 4950 / 5950 (Fall 2014) based upon the recommendations of the APSU 

History Education Program Review Committee and relative to Common Core, they did not 
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necessitate a significant modification of either the requirements for success or the tasks 

performed for completion of those courses.  Instead, emphasis was placed (in both lecture and 

guided practice) upon the degree of commonality present in all relevant standard sets, promoting 

in candidates the understanding that Common Core Literacy Standards in the Social Studies, 

Tennessee State Standards, and NCSS Standards are in many ways similar and designed to 

assess mastery of much the same historical content, intelligences, and understandings.  Most 

changes implemented therefore highlighted the “common” elements of the Common Core that 

are present in virtually all pedagogical hierarchies and schools of thought.  Other content 

changes in both courses and in the soon-to-be hybridized course include a greater emphasis on 

the edTPA process, as well as greater prominence placed on teacher behaviors dedicated to 

augmenting teacher sustainability, including methodological and pedagogical “best practices” 

that nevertheless lend themselves to the “real world” of public education.  A recent study showed 

that well over 5,000 educators leave the teaching profession in Tennessee each year, costing the 

state somewhere between $23 and $50 million dollars annually.1  The impact upon Tennessee’s 

students, moreover, is practically inestimable.  It is important, therefore, that teacher trainees in 

the Social Studies content areas are prepared for careers of accomplishment, fulfillment, and 

duration.   

Largely in response to concerns raised by the History Education Program Review 

Committee, a dedicated Cold War undergraduate course (HIST 4840) has been added to our 

larger program, will appear in the rotation of classes beginning in 2016, and is recommended for 

all of our teacher trainees.  Two existing upper division courses have likewise been added (as of 

                                                           
1 Richard Ingersoll, University of Pennsylvania, original analyses of data from the 2007–08 Schools 

Statistics and Staffing Survey (SASS) and its supplement, the 2008–09 Teacher Follow-up Survey (TFS). For 

further reading, see Richard Ingersoll, Lisa Merrill, and Henry May, What Are the Effects of Teacher Education and 

Preparation on Beginning Teacher Attrition? (Philadelphia: Consortium for Policy Research in Education, 

University of Pennsylvania, 2014). 
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January 2015) to the choices in the non-history concentrations; they are GEOG 4200 Historical 

Resources Management and GIS and POLS 3190 Russian Politics and Government. 

 

Program Strengths: 

Yet again this year, History Education candidates display their greatest strength in 

command of content.  The program directs students to complete broad upper division courses to 

provide the greatest coverage of History and to devote nine upper division hours of coursework 

to U.S. History and nine upper division hours to World History.  To prepare History majors for 

both the PRAXIS II and the ACAT (content knowledge) Exams, the department continues to 

provide review sessions each semester.  The success of these measures is demonstrated by the 

high scores of History Education teacher candidates on the PRAXIS II Exam in World and U.S. 

History.  The average score of the seven undergraduate licensees who took their World and U.S. 

History PRAXIS II Exam last year was 158.6 (six MAT students scored an average of 164.3).  

Only a score of 136 is required to pass the exam.  Moreover, History Education students scored a 

full fifty points higher (532) than the average History major (482) on ACAT exams administered 

during the period under consideration.  

History Education students in the Fall cohort reported feeling “adequately” to “very 

prepared” (3.0-4 out of 4) in 17 of 25 areas of professional readiness, and were especially 

confident in their content knowledge (3.7), ability and preparedness to collaborate with 

colleagues and administrators (3.7), ability to follow and apply relevant school rules (3.7), and 

readiness to use technology to enhance student learning (3.7).  History 4410 Teaching History in 

the Middle School and History 4950/5950 Teaching Social Studies in the Secondary Schools 

(high school level) methods courses emphasize developing teaching units; lesson planning and 
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modification for diverse populations including English Language Learners; evaluating and 

assessing student learning; individualizing instruction; engaging students through a variety of 

teaching strategies; teaching critical thinking, reading in the Social Studies, and affective 

strategies; using technology to enhance instruction; and creating and managing the classroom 

environment.  And indeed, their Clinical Supervisors agree that these students are prepared for 

professional positions.  They awarded the Fall group scores of 2.7 (out of 3) or higher in thirty-

three (of 62) elements of performance, with the Spring group earning 2.7 or higher in forty-five 

of those same elements of performance.  Importantly, their Clinical Supervisors did not identify 

any categories of evaluation that fell below the “target” level in both their Fall and Spring 

assessments.  

Program Weaknesses: 

Some of the issues and concerns for the program have been identified in previous reports.  

Upper division courses recommended in the program are still often offered only once a year or 

every other year.  This situation frequently leaves History Education students little choice but to 

take other upper division courses which are narrower in scope than those recommended on the 

program guide.  For example, History 4750 American Economic History is highly recommended 

by the History Education Program Review Committee, but only one professor is qualified to 

teach the course, which he offers once a year, in the Fall semester.  In compliance with 

Department policy based on principles of pedagogy, upper division course sections are limited in 

enrollment.  Consequently, not all History Education students are able to enroll in the course.  A 

different issue also impacts students’ base knowledge of United States History.  Many non-

traditional History Education students completed their U.S. History survey courses years before 

they entered Austin Peay State University.  They have the opportunity to attend the History 
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reviews that faculty members offer each semester, but these sessions are held late in the 

afternoon when some of these students have to be at work. 

Even more troubling are the relative difficulties that some of our students experience in 

mastering certain essential elements of effective teaching.  Clinical Supervisors assigned the Fall 

cohort a 2.34 in their ability to communicate learning objectives and state standards to their 

students for example.  While this score is safely within the “target” zone of mastery, it is much 

lower (by .33) than the score assigned students in the next-lowest-scoring content area.  Our 

students improved in the same category in the Spring 2015 assessment, earning a 2.69, but 

continued to score below students in other content areas in this consideration, and several others.  

While the overall average for all students in all categories in Fall 2014 was 2.83, our students 

were assigned an average score of 2.70.  In Spring 2015, the overall average for all students in all 

fields was again 2.83, while our students averaged a 2.78.  Especially apparent from these scores 

is that History Education students struggle with their use of assessment and planning instruction 

for diverse learners.  They need additional training and practice in developing all types of 

assessments.  They also need more experience in developing instruction and evaluation based 

upon a variety of assessments.  Development of differentiated instruction for individual and 

diverse students also needs improvement.  All of these concerns will receive expanded attention 

in the newly hybridized Social Studies methods course. 

In response to such common needs among all Secondary Education students, the 

Secondary Education coordinators continue to host organized and specialized seminars that are 

held on Friday mornings during the first half of the Residency I semester.  College of Education 

faculty members provide specific enrichment sessions addressing assessment, planning 

instruction for diverse learners, and other areas, including edTPA.  
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Assessment of Candidates: 

On an individual basis, the 2014-2015 History Education program completers generally 

reflect their strong performance overall.  Their average GPA was 3.29, with only two students 

slightly below the 3.0 mark, and their average Praxis II score in World and U.S. History was 

158.57 (again, 136 is passing).    

When compared with the national average and considered collectively, History Education 

students’ edTPA portfolios scored above their national peers in Middle Childhood History and 

Social Studies (July 2014-December 2014 edTPA EPP Performance Summary; 44.3 APSU/40.6 

national; no state average was available) but below their national and state peers on the 

Secondary Social Studies level for the same scoring period (43.5 national and 42.8 state, as 

compared to 41.2 APSU).  The scores indicate that History Education students are strongest at 

planning instruction (Task One) and only slightly less adept at delivering instruction (Task Two), 

but clearly need additional training and practice in assessment broadly speaking, and especially 

in using feedback and assessment results to guide learning and inform instruction.  The hybrid 

Social Studies methods course will emphasize, therefore, the need for our teacher candidates to 

be more fully capable of implementing instruction with assessment goals in mind, more 

reflective in assessing their own effectiveness, and more analytical in their consideration and 

application of assessment data to their future instructional efforts. 

Although the majority of History Education students demonstrate high levels of both 

professional preparedness and academic acumen in their designated content area, many continue 

to stumble at the Milestone II mark.  Predominantly in the area of Math, a disconcerting number 

of our students struggle with the PRAXIS I (now CASE) Exam, which identifies weaknesses in 

their basic educational preparation.  Fall 2014 saw six candidates from our program (as indicated 
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in their enrollment in the concomitant EDUC 3070 Instructional Strategies) apply for Milestone 

II status; three met the standard requirements, while three failed due to CASE exam 

shortcomings.  Spring 2015 was even more disappointing.  Of ten students enrolled in EDUC 

3070, only two met the Milestone II requirements.  Seven were denied Milestone II status 

because of their performance on the CASE exam, while one student also failed to achieve the 

minimum required GPA. While it is perhaps beyond the capacity of our program to 

fundamentally “shore up” the rudimentary Math skills of our students, we must nevertheless 

identify some ameliorating steps that we might take to help them address such deficiencies.  At a 

minimum, we will recommend that our students take the more rigorous statistics course (rather 

than MATH 1010) to fulfill the Math requirement of their degree program. 

The Department of History and Philosophy is proud of the performance of their History 

Education program completers.  There is overwhelming evidence indicating that they are 

qualified beginning professionals demonstrating strength in content knowledge and in their 

professional skills.   As was stated last year however and is still true, the department continually 

strives to increase the caliber of graduates.  The methods course instructor will incorporate more 

practice and demonstration of modeling, varieties of thinking, creative thinking, varied and high 

quality questioning, differentiated instruction, modifications for diverse learners, and use of data 

to design instruction, all in the effort to prepare our students to be historians (or economists, or 

geographers, etc.) in the classroom.  Finally, the Department of History and Philosophy is 

seeking to recruit more female and minority students and to develop more effective support 

measures to guarantee these students’ academic success. 

Assessment of Program Operations: 
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With strong support from the Department of History and Philosophy, the History 

Education Program provides teacher candidates with effective and supportive advisement; broad 

yet analytical content preparation; and focused Social Studies skill development.  Advisement 

has been consolidated into the hands of the new Secondary Social Studies Coordinator, with 

great assistance from the former coordinator, to eliminate communication gaps and to ensure 

each History Education student receives “up-to-the-minute” effective advisement.  History 

Education students choose among sixteen broad upper division United States History courses and 

sixteen broad upper division World History courses with their advisor’s guidance in deciding 

which will best fulfill the individual teacher candidate’s career goals.  The department supports 

the program by offering highly recommended courses, such as Modern Europe, each academic 

year, either online or on campus.  The required Social Studies methods course is offered each 

semester as part of the Residency I Secondary Block.  

Direct student feedback is quite positive.  Secondary school personnel often praise the 

preparation of our teacher candidates, as do their clinical supervisors.    

Summary of Proposed Changes: 

In addition to the hybridization of the Social Studies methods course already outlined 

(and in truth, largely because of and made possible by that change), we will increasingly look to 

limit the methods course to Residency One/Milestone Two candidates, alleviating the need for 

the class to be conducted in “partial” measure to some of the students who can assume only a 

much-abbreviated “observational” role (as opposed to a supervised participatory role) in their 

school placement.  Likewise as mentioned, we are at present considering ways in which the 

CASE exam difficulties of our students, especially as they relate to Math, may be improved, and 

welcome any and all suggestions from History Education Program Review Committee members. 
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Two shared concerns voiced by corresponding committee members likewise merit 

attention in the upcoming year.  First, the apparent underpreparation on the part of new Social 

Studies teachers to facilitate the writing process is more problematic than ever, especially given 

the new emphasis that the state of Tennessee is placing on evidence-based responses to 

informative, argumentative, and narrative prompts.  For example, the state now administers the 

EOC (or, TCAP) in two parts, the first of which is a dedicated writing exercise based upon a 

close reading of primary documents.  Secondly, some committee members hope to see students 

leave our teacher training program with a better grasp of the interconnectedness of all the social 

sciences and resultantly capable of incorporating (and thus modeling) sensibilities and 

methodologies from geography, political science, economics, etc., into their historical analyses 

and instruction.  Both of these concerns will be, at least in part, ameliorated by the new HIST 

2999 Historical Methods course that all of our students will take moving forward.  That said, it is 

almost certainly true that further steps will need to be implemented in the soon-to-be hybridized 

HIST 4950 / 5950 course as well.  As is true in every instance, we welcome any and all 

suggestions from History Education Program Review Committee members on this front. 

Assessment System: 

Data provided by the College of Education is useful in assessing the effectiveness of the 

History Education program.  The surveys of program completers and their university supervisors 

reveal significant areas of strength and weakness that the department can address.  The high 

scores given by classroom mentor teachers provide good evidence that History Education 

students are ready to conduct real classrooms and fulfill the duties and responsibilities of 

professional educators. 

Dr. Timothy L. Wesley 

Asst. Professor of History and Philosophy 
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Secondary Social Studies Educational Coordinator  

Austin Peay State University 

Clarksville, TN 37044 
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